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The Record
LOCAL 1-2
THE NEW LOCAL 1-2 MOBILE OFFICE

WE ARE COMING TO YOU
At the February regular membership meeting, the Union unveiled its new mobile office. The mobile
office will be coming to your work out locations in the very near future. It will be staffed with Senior
Business Agents, Business Agents and, when appropriate, a Union lawyer. The goal is to make it
easier for you to access and utilize your Union. When the Union’s mobile office is at your location,
make sure you climb aboard. It’s your Union and it’s your office. This new mobile office is one of
the innovations your Union has been able to achieve because it now has the funds and the initiative
to get it off the ground. When your current administration was elected, the Union Office was such a
dark, dirty space that one employer referred to it as “the cave”. In addition, the Union was then over
1 million dollars in debt. Not only did we turn that situation around, we refurbished the front of the
Union office and the Executive Board Room, had the office painted, laid new carpet and new floors
and now purchased a mobile office for your convenience and use; and your Union is now in the
black (i.e. we have far more money in the general fund than we owe), as we have been for the last 5
years. Get on board and use this office. It is your Union; get involved.
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THE UNION STEWARD
Who are these of lowly pay
With haggard look and hair of grey?
They get no rest by day or night.
They're always wrong. They're never right.
They do not have a law degree,
But go to bat for you and me.
Though seldom have they been to college,
They must possess the widest knowledge,
Of labor grades and when to grieve,
Vacation pay and sickness leave.
Of overtime and who's to do it,
Of coffeetime and who's to brew it.
The how and which and why and when,
And all the problems of women and men.
If, with forepersons they agree,
Then they're rats who've got weak knees.
If, to the workers they try to cater,
They're branded as agitators.
Those who have to take this slop
Are called the STEWARDS of your shop.
- Anonymous

NUCLEAR ENERGY
IS GREEN ENERGY
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HARRY HARRY
J. FARRELL
J. FARRELL
– PRESIDENT,
– PRESIDENT,
LOCAL
LOCAL
1-2
First and foremost, I would like to thank our members employed by
Entergy at the Indian Point Energy Center who, on February 13,
ratified a new 4 year collective bargaining agreement by an 85%
plurality. As many of you know, your support and solidarity is critical in reaching an agreement with any employer. The Entergy
negotiations were very, very difficult indeed, for a number of reasons. Entergy knew that with an over 10% unemployment rate in
the area and private home foreclosures rampant, the general public
would not support a strike or labor dispute. There were forces at
work in Entergy’s management that did everything in their power to
provoke this Union into taking our members out on strike.
A less experienced union would have done just that when Entergy’s final offer came in 3 hours
after the expiration of the current contract, at 3 o’clock in the morning Monday, January 18. We
knew what they were up to and the federal mediator asked for a 48 hour cooling off period to
avoid a labor dispute. With that said, it was the members at Indian Point and their willingness to
do whatever it took to get a contract that carried the day. Again, thank you for your support and
solidarity - well done!
Recently Negotiated Contracts
• Local 1-2- Con Edison June 2008 Ratification Percentage 85%
• Local 1-2- Trans Canada June 2009 Ratification Percentage 95%
• Local 1-2- Entergy Indian Point January 2010 Ratification Percentage 85%
* Editor’s Note- The 95% Ratification Percentage is the highest in the history of the Local 1-2
for contracts for over 100 members. The 85% Con Edison Contract Ratification is the 2nd highest percentage in the history of Local 1-2- Con Edison Contracts.

Preparing for Entergy
3
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FROM THE DESK OF ……
ANDREW O’CONNELL – VICE-PRESIDENT, LOCAL 1-2

After a little over one year in
office, President Obama is
being castigated by his critics
for not having fixed everything
yet. How come everything isn’t
perfect? After inheriting two
wars and an economy in
shambles, why isn’t everything
fixed? First, let us give credit
where credit is due. On the
economy, President Obama
took decisive action to stabilize
the financial system. The cost
to taxpayers was enormous,
but the President was able to
avoid another Great
Depression (when 1 in 4
Americans did not have a job)
and has kept unemployment
from rising even further.
Unfortunately, there have been

no new regulations that would
stop banks and financial institutions from repeating their
same actions and manipulations that made the bottom fall
out of the world economy. The
combined lobbies of Chase,
AIG, Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac,
CitiGroup and other financial
institutions are lobbying their
Republican friends hard and

unemployment insurance, no
expanded jobs bill and no
health care reform (while they
continue to receive the best
health coverage available and
at taxpayer expense). It is
indeed a sad day in the history
of our two party system when
bipartisanship is a relic of the
past. When George W. Bush
was elected in 2000 he

no new significant regulations
have been enacted to stop the
banks and financial institutions
from acting irresponsibly. The
Republicans have generally
stopped any important initiatives that require legislative
consent, causing gridlock in
Government. The people’s
business is not getting done.
For example, in an effort to
slow down new union organizing and to frustrate any possibility of a return to workerfriendly decisions, the
Republican Senators have
blocked all new appointments
to the NLRB. The Republican
party has become the party of
NO. They have done their
best to make sure there is no

received less of the popular
vote than his opponent, and
yet he came on like gangbusters with his right wing
agenda. He got us into two
wars while reducing the government’s revenue by cutting
taxes for the wealthy. He
pushed through deregulation of
various industries which
helped cause a massive financial collapse that shook the
foundation of the world’s economy. President Obama should
by now recognize he will be
receiving zero cooperation
from the disloyal opposition
and lead this great Nation by
whatever means necessary to
accomplish his agenda.

SUPPORT YOUR UNION
4
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SCHOLARSHIP
LOCAL 1-2 ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS

$1,000 Grants Available to Children of Union Members
College-bound children of
current and retired Local 1-2
Members are eligible to compete for
$1,000 grants under the Union's
annual scholarship competition,
announced Local 1-2. The program
provides 22 scholarship grants,
each in the amount of $1,000, to be
used toward the payment of college
tuition and books.
"By offering these scholarships, we are investing in our children and in the future. We consider
that a wise and prudent investment.
We urge all eligible students to participate in this contest," the Local’s
President said.
To qualify as a candidate, a
student must be a child of a Local 12 Member or Retiree, and be a high
school Senior graduating in 2010.
The scholarship will be paid only to

those who have declared their intention to enroll or are already enrolled
in a post-high school institution certified by the Department of Education
in the state-where-the-institution-islocated. Applications (see box
below) must be completed and
mailed to Local 1-2 Utility Workers
Union of America, AFL-CIO, 5 West
37th Street, 7th Floor, New York, NY
10018. All applications must be
accompanied by a copy of the official transcript of high school grades
covering the first six terms. The
deadline for filing is Friday, June 25,
2010.
After the initial application
step, scholarship candidates will be
required to write an essay of 500
words or less at the Union office on
a date to be announced. The topic
of the essay will not be revealed

until that morning. Students will be
required to bring their own writing
implements and paper to complete
this phase of the competition.
Members themselves, brothers and sisters of Members and the
children of full-time Union Officers
are excluded from participating in
the contest. The 22 winners will be
chosen on the basis of their school
transcript records and the written
essays. Winners will be notified by
mail sometime in August and will
receive their scholarships at Local 12's first General Membership
Meeting after the summer, usually
held in September. So don't waste
time. Complete the application
below, get a copy of your high
school transcript and send in the
material as quickly as possible.

APPLICATION FOR THE LOCAL 1-2 SCHOLARSHIP CONTEST
Sponsored by
Local 1-2 Utility Workers Union of America, AFL-CIO
5 West 37th Street, 7th Floor, New York, NY 10018 (212) 575-4400
I expect to attend

(PLEASE PRINT)
Date
Name
Date of Birth
Address

College or School
Parent's Signature
This is to certify that the Candidate, whose name is written
on the application, is a candidate for graduation, the term

Home Phone
Name of Parent
Employee No.
Dept.
Company
Work Location
Shop Steward
Phone No.
I expect to graduate from

ending
Principal's Signature
To Principals - Please Note:

Applications must be returned by Friday, June 25, 2010
High School

Located at

2010.

and must be accompanied by: Official Transcript of High
School Grades for the first six terms.
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ROSARY HILL
Rosary Hill is a non-profit hospice that accepts no money from patients but relies entirely on
donations. Its motto is “We can’t cure our patients, but we can assure the dignity and value of
their final days, and keep them comfortable and free of pain.” Every year Con Edison and
Local 1-2 raise money for this very important facility. This year’s total amounted to $31,000.
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ROSARY HILL
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EDITORIAL
The Crime of The Century

The Perps
The Last Vestige of American Democracy
Wiped out by The Supreme Court
While it’s true that most societies in the past were ruled by oligarchies, the aristocracy, the landed gentry,
the rich and the powerful, usually 1 to 2% of the general population, The United States has always been
somehow different, founded on the principle of democracy. While it is true that some of the founding
fathers, John Adams in particular, felt that only the elite should have the right to vote and control government, others, led by Thomas Jefferson, had faith in the honesty and fairness of the common man. Over
the years, we have moved towards a more democratic society with women’s suffrage and the civil rights
voting acts.

In one of the most stunning decisions by the Supreme Court, it recently ruled that corporations must be
allowed to pump unlimited amounts of money into political campaigns. It opens the door for corporations
to buy any election they want. Consider if you will that an elected judge rules against General Electric for
polluting the Hudson River and various ground water supplies that sickens or causes death of children.
Rather than pay damages, GE simply spends 50 million dollars and defeats that judge in his election (39
states elect their judiciary) and makes sure that any appeal judges know the same can happen to them.
Corporations can now buy any election they want. If Goldman Sachs or Berkshire Hathaway decides to
pay the cost of every senatorial campaign in the entire United States, the law now allows it. The only
restriction is that the corporation cannot openly coordinate its ads with the candidate’s official campaign.
This unbelievable decision struck down the laws of 22 states and a 100 year precedent of federal law –
and this from a group of Justices appointed by people who supposedly object to “activist” judges. During
oral arguments with the Solicitor General, Justice Antonin Scalia said, “The goals of a corporation are
indistinguishable from the goals of an individual.” We beg to differ.
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EDITORIAL
1. The goal of an individual to see his children do better than himself or herself.
The goal of a corporation is profit.
2. The goal of an individual is to see his country, the United States of America, become a
beacon of democracy and looked up to by the rest of the world.
The goal of a corporation is profit.
3. The goal of an individual is to protect and serve his country and to help his family grow and
prosper.
The goal of a corporation is profit.
4. The goal of an individual is to help others and to see that even those people on the margins
of our society get a fair shake.
The goal of a corporation is profit.
Justice Scalia, there are great differences between individuals and corporations. Even President
Obama, who is a constitutional law professor, took the unprecedented step of admonishing the
Supreme Court before a joint session of Congress for this outrageous decision. President
Obama said, and we are paraphrasing, that with all due respect of the separation of powers, the
Supreme Court has stood the law on its ear and legislation is now necessary to undo the devastation to our democracy by the Supreme Court’s legislating from the bench. Don’t think any new
legislation will be easy. Senate Minority Leader, Republican Mitch McConnell, hailed the decision
as a victory for free speech. It seems that Congressman Anthony Weiner was correct in his
recent comment in the House that the Republican Party is a wholly owned subsidiary of the insurance companies. Only he did not go far enough. The Republican Party is a wholly owned subsidiary of insurance companies, financial institutions or any other monied corporations that can
finance their campaigns. American democracy has taken a huge hit. We don’t know if it will ever
recover.
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OUTSIDE YOUR NEW MOBILE OFFICE
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INSIDE YOUR NEW MOBILE OFFICE
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LOCAL 1-2 QUIZ
Multiple Choice
1. What
a)
b)
c)
d)

is the Nationality of Queen Cleopatra of Egypt?
Egyptian
Arabic
Greek
Chaldean

2. Who did the British surrender to at Yorktown, effectively ending
The Revolutionary War?
a) Lincoln
b) Washington
c) Grant
d) Lafayette
3. Who is the most overpaid person in the United States?
a) Wayne Leonard (CEO Entergy)
b) Vanna White
c) Kevin Burke (CEO Con Ed)
d) All of the above

hg
Answers
1. C) Cleopatra was a direct descendant of the Ptolemy’s and was a full blooded Greek
2. A) When General Cornwallis, the British Commander at Yorktown, was too embarrassed to surrender in
person he feigned illness and sent his adjutant Major O’Hara to surrender the Ceremonial Sword.
O’Hara tried to surrender to French General Rochambeau. Rochambeau refused his entreaties and
directed him to General Washington. Since O’Hara was not the officer in charge, Washington directed
O’Hara to surrender to his subordinate, American General Benjamin Lincoln. The British surrendered to
Lincoln at Yorktown.
3. D) All of the above
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RETIREES CORNER

Flaherty Retires
Joe Flaherty will no longer be writing the Record or the Local 1-2 updates. Joe has been battling throat cancer since last summer. Inevitably, chemo and radiation have taken their toll,
plus Joe will be 67 this year. Our Union thanks Joe for his service and wishes him good luck
and especially good health in the future.
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RETIREMENT PLANNING
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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SCENES FROM

FEBRUARY GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING

19

Secretary-Treasurer

** UNION JACKETS RAFFLE **
** TURKEY RAFFLE **
IT’S IMPORTANT
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UNION
MEETING
LOCAL 1-2
UTILITY WORKERS UNION OF AMERICA, A.F.L.- C.I.O.

MEMBERSHIP MEETING
PLACE:

THE MASONIC HALL- GRAND LODGE ROOM
71 WEST 23RD STREET, 3RD FLOOR, NEW YORK, NY
(BETWEEN 5TH & 6TH AVENUE)

DATE:
TIME:

THURSDAY, APRIL 8, 2010
6:15 P.M.

ADMISSION ONLY TO MEMBERS IN GOOD STANDING
BY UNION CARD OR COMPANY I.D. CARD
Fraternally,
Lucia E. Pagano
Secretary-Treasurer

IT’S IMPORTANT

